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“Girl Thing” is a collection of five original stories that are an exploration of autofiction (the 
hybrid genre straddling autobiographical writing and fiction writing) in which I consider the 
ways different clichés and genre tropes can be subverted. In particular, I am interested in the 
way(s) in which the generic category of “girl” (as a way of diminishing young women who are 
considered too immature, too feminine, too lovestruck, et cetera to be considered proper women) 
is often portrayed in writing and other works of art, and how this category can be reclaimed and 
recognized as a being with subjectivity -- while still playing with the concepts and clichés that 
pin “girl” into a space of object-ness.
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CHAPTER 1: 
GIRLY GROSS GIRLS: A CRITICAL INTRODUCTION 
 
“It was too hard to keep writing the stories and also it was the same story, again and 
again. It was the story of a girl on the floor of the world”  
-Bhanu Kapil 
 
I read Ban en Banlieue by Bhanu Kapil for a summer class back in 2015, a class that would end 
up shaping much of my future work and interests. The above quote stuck to me like clinging 
static plastic. Part of it made its way into any short bios on social media of mine “a girl on the 
floor of the world.” I believe it’s still on a retired old blog and on my facebook bio. I have 
written it in my various journals scrawling it over and over again in my messy handwriting. In 
my copy of Kapil’s book, I underlined the sentences freehand and then erased and used a straight 
edge years later. I can flip to this page without trying. My hands remember where it lies. And 
when I think of how to begin to write about the body of work that follows it is to this quote that 
my mind goes. I think we all have lines that we wished we had written. In a way I wish I had 
written this but also I don’t. I am too happy to be influenced to want the quote for myself. I am 
too thankful. 
 
What follows this introduction is as Kapil writes “the same story, again and again.” My advisor 
said to me in one of our meetings something like the girl in my stories seems like one girl 
smashed to bits and each bit gets her own piece in the collection. I am interested in all the ways a 
girl is a girl and what that means. This is to say I am interested in writing stories that I wish were 
available to me in the past. Stories about girls who are sticky and icky. Stories about girls who 
are so struck by love it paralyzes them takes over their lives. Stories about girls who are 
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crybabies who can’t fathom the thought of leaving their beds who can’t deal with the day. Stories 
about girls who love beautiful boys, girls who skew self-worth with being desirable, girls who 
skew self-worth with being fuckable. I want to write stories about girls that aren’t stories about 
hating girls. There are too many of those types of stories with girls being the punchline to the 
joke with girls being the sex object without subjectivity with girls being nothing more than a plot 
point. In Heroines, Kate Zambreno addresses the overwhelming amount of stories that use girls 
as plot points and the overwhelming need for girls’ own stories when she writes: 
During that time I decided someday I wanted to write the Infinite Jest for fellow fucked-
up girls, for the slit-your-wrist girls like me...Yet no one had actually told me you could 
write about being a fucked-up girl. No one had given me permission, or told me that the 
young female experience was valid to write about in literature. This was not experience 
we are told we can use---our breakdowns, our love affairs. Too personal. Too emotional. 
Too ‘feminine tosh.’ (250) 
 
Within this quote, Zambreno also addresses the suppression of these stories through the narrative 
that stories about girls are too personal too emotional -- stories that could never be literature. 
This is not news to anyone. The exclusion of women from places of power -- their stories their 
bodies their lives -- is nothing new. And then there is the exclusion of girls from these spaces 
which is more prevalent. The concept of woman aligns with someone more mature someone not 
messy or angry someone who is ladylike. Self-suppressed. Self-contained. While girl is negative 
either someone young or someone who people treat as young because girl is so immature so 
messy so feminine and uncontained. Girly. I feel strange when I refer to myself as a woman as 
though it is a category of being that I don’t deserve because I haven’t reached that level of 
maturity as if woman is some state of being that I must fix myself to become. There was a time 
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that this perception of myself as something less spilled into my writing. I did not believe that 
anyone would want to read about my experiences as a girl. I did not believe that what I lived 
through what I felt what I was had any worth in writing. Being shown through lack of 
representation that narratives similar to mine -- girl narratives -- weren’t allowed in literature is, 
for an aspiring writer, the same as being told what you are does not matter. I internalized this for 
a long time -- until that summer class in 2015. Ask me who my favorite characters from books, 
movies, TV shows were before then or my favorite authors. They were all boys all men. I did not 
want to see myself in the pathetic girly girl characters the ones who were too emotional too 
much. Before that class, I liked Bukowski which I think sums up the way that I saw myself. It 
should not have taken me twenty-one years to realize that I mattered that I had a place in what I 
loved that I had a place in writing.  
 
Before I consider the stories that follow, I must consider the work that led me there. At the 
moment, I own three copies of Green Girl by Kate Zambreno: my first copy, a first-edition, and 
an extra copy in case I meet someone who needs to read it. I have had dreams about eating this 
book -- having its pages with all of my favorite quotes ripped up and sprinkled through my 
stirfry becoming sogged down with Szechuan sauce. I remember the first time I read Green Girl: 
it was summer, I was fresh out of a relationship that ended because “I was too much” but also not 
enough, I was house-sitting for my parents, I had one friend who didn’t want to see me, I was 
lonely, I was devouring Green Girl in my old car outside of the tennis court with the A/C 
blasting, I was crying mascara running into bloodshot red eyes. I did not want to go to class. All 
of this because I saw myself in the main character, Ruth. I saw my messy gross unloveable 
undesirable ugly girl parts in Ruth in a published novel and Ruth wasn’t some punchline to a 
joke. Zambreno addresses the unspoken fragmented experience of being a girl: a girl who desires 
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again and again, a girl who is depressed, a girl who wants to be seen, a girl who doesn’t want to 
be seen, a girl who is lonely, a messy messy girl. What this novel showed to me is that there 
were spaces for girls like me in literature even if these spaces were not accepted by everyone. 
During this first-encounter devouring Green Girl, I read all of the reviews: the supportive ones 
and then the scathing ones which were almost always set on criticising Ruth as a character, 
hating her for all the reasons I loved her. What I saw in this criticism of Ruth were echoes of 
society’s criticisms of girls, the disdain for all things girly, the undermining of a group of people 
to make their experiences seem unworthy of thought. But what I also saw was the worthiness of 
Green Girl of Ruth, that she did not need the approval of the patriarchy or of the canon (which is 
the same thing really) or of women with internalized misogyny. And this made me want to write. 
It made me want to share all of the loneliness and girlyness that I have known. I wanted to be 
Ruth’s friend more than I have ever wanted anything. And to speak to Ruth meant that I had to 
write myself. So I did. And I still do. 
 
My interest in literature after reading Zambreno’s Green Girl focused in on contemporary 
literature by women writers -- mainly autofictional works. Autofiction is a hybrid genre which 
has one foot in autobiographical writing and one foot in fictional writing. What I see in this 
approach is an endless possibility that solely autobiographical writing could not offer -- a way to 
re-see my own experiences and a way to repurpose repackage them. There is safety in the 
fictionalized aspect of autofiction, a way to put distance between myself and my stories which, 
when working with such vulnerability, is always appealing. However, I do not see the 
fictionalized part of this genre as solely a way to hide myself in my stories when they get too raw 
too personal. Rather, I see it as a way to capture the phenomenological experience of something 
that happened -- there’s flexibility in the genre that allows for over-exaggeration for 
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reconstruction of moments. In ways, the fictionalized aspects of my stories are more real than the 
autobiographical parts because they can be constructed through what a particular moment felt 
like instead of simply what it was.  
 
While the use of autofiction as a genre can be traced far back in time, I consider Kathy Acker as 
the writer who created the branch of autofiction’s lineage that I am interested in and align myself 
with. Before writing this, I watched videos of interviews with Kathy Acker -- mesmerized by her 
presence, her Aries energy blunt and wildly well-spoken, her accounting of her writing. This 
presence is funneled into her characters -- thinly veiled versions of herself, people in her life, and 
her associated artistic circle that are shockingly portrayed, unapologetic. Using herself and 
people she knew as characters, Acker creates situations that interrogate and expose life situations 
that no one wanted to discuss, that still now few people want to discuss: abortion, incest, sexual 
violence, and love. I think of the first Acker book I read, Don Quixote which opens with an 
abortion, a fictionalized account of Acker’s own abortion. The opening lines: “When she was 
finally crazy because she was about to have an abortion, she conceived of the most insane idea 
that any woman can think of. Which is to love. How can a woman love?” (9). The seemingly 
juxtaposed elements ones of violence and termination and ones of vulnerability of love coincide 
under Acker’s work. She is able, through fictionalizing her own experiences, to create a narrative 
that works to disrupt the romanticized ideal of love and expose it for what it really is, especially 
for women: violence, the opening up of the self of the body to violence. Under the power 
disparity and dynamics instilled and upheld by the patriarchy, what else could loving be for a 
woman than a type of violence? What Acker does in her work is much more expansive than what 
I’m even able to begin to cover here, but what I would like to focus on because of its influence 
on my work is the ways in which through all of the violence, the grotesqueness, the discomfort, 
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there is still a tenderness in this for her fictionalized selves for her girl characters. A tenderness 
that often gets overlooked in her work. In an interview Acker states that: 
I never considered that Blood and Guts in High School is especially anti-male, but people 
have been very upset about it on that ground. When I wrote it I think it was in my mind to 
do a traditional narrative. I thought it was kind of sweet at the time, but of course it’s not. 
The interviewer, Ellen G. Friedman pushes back against the word sweet, rejecting its relevance 
to the novel being discussed. But I wonder if this sweetness seen by Acker in her work is some 
of the same traces of tenderness I see. In other words, Acker does not hate her girl characters. All 
of the violence and despair is just true to the experience.  
 
The relationship between violence and the autofictional work of contemporary women that 
interests me does not end with Acker’s work. In Kate Zambreno’s work, notably O Fallen Angel 
and Green Girl, there are violences to the girls that are present in more subtle ways than in 
Acker’s work. How could someone write about a girl’s experience without invoking the 
violence? O Fallen Angel’s character, Maggie, self-inflicts violence through self-harm, 
starvation, and drug abuse which is then coupled with the sexual violence that the rotating swirl 
of guys inflict on her. Green Girl’s Ruth interrogates the violence of suppressive femininity as 
well. I think of the scene in which Ruth cuts off her hair while locking herself in the bathroom. 
Zambreno writes: 
She feels an immense violence stirring inside of her. She looks and looks in the mirror. 
She cannot find herself. She feels somewhere deep within a desire to cut through that 
glass, that image of herself. To explode outside of her small space. To destroy it 
somehow. To purge herself, cleanse herself, this creation, this product of others’ eyes. To 
be wiped clean. (161) 
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This is just one example of the many that can be found in Zambreno’s novels in which she 
examines the violence that girls have been taught to suppress within themselves and the violence 
that girls have been taught to accept from others. Society’s invalidation of girls’ anger of girls’ 
suffering as just attention-seeking just drama queens works to suppress this anger to keep girls as 
something dismissible as objects. Little dolls to be played with by the patriarchy. The 
consequences of this for girls is that this anger this violence has to go somewhere and so often it 
is projected on themselves. As seen in the previous quoted scene, Ruth desires to break away 
from this oppressive existence (“this product of others’ eyes”) and the answer for how to do so is 
through purging through violence which speaks to this theme in these girls’ narratives on how 
self-inflicted violence is a way to freedom. To break from object-ness the object maims itself to 
lower its value.  
 
Lastly, before focusing on my own work in the following stories, I want to address the 
limitations of this project and consider other books that address autofiction and girls’ narratives 
in diverse ways. I chose quote that opens this introduction from Bhanu Kapil’s Ban en Banlieue 
because, as previously mentioned, her words spoke to my experience of writing these stories. 
Stories that seemed and felt to be the same stories again and again. Stories about the pain of 
being a girl about the loneliness and the silent suffering. However, I do not want to employ 
Kapil’s words or work in a way that takes them from or diminishes their connection to the 
experiences of women of color who she is specifically writing about in her novel. Kapil 
addresses the bodily violence against women of color, violence that is repeatedly excused, 
ignored, and permissible in society. Her novel, part performance art, part notes, a hybrid thing 
something more than autofiction, something genreless or more than genre. In the cover flap, 
there is the following description: 
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The book is also a series of performance notes for what it calls an ‘auto-sacrifice,’ a kind 
of self-consuming memorial, for Nirbhaya, ‘The Fearless One,’ a young woman from 
New Delhi gang raped and beaten to death by a group of men on a bus in 2012, and for 
militant antiracist activist Clement Blair Peach, likely killed by police in 1979 at a 
demonstration against the far right British National Front.  
The auto-sacrifice of this novel enacted on the body. The photographs in the novel the body 
lying on the ground “a girl on the floor of the world.” The violence of society that creates a 
situation in which auto-sacrificial writing is the answer to, a push back. Kapil writes, “I want a 
literature that is not made from literature” and then later on the same page “In a literature, what 
happen to the girl?” (32).  The way that Kapil creates her own landscape for the novel a 
landscape broken into photos into notes into protest into failure into performance shakes the 
comfortable conceptions of literature of what a space can be. Ban is a character but Ban is more 
than that Ban is the performance the space of the novel.  It is revolutionary. Ban is revolutionary. 
The girl is revolutionary.  
 
The same story again and again. The following stories are that to me. The work in this thesis is 
one story repeated five ways. Five stories with the same nameless girl. A girl who is a thing at 
times. A girl who wanders but isn’t lost. A girl who stays but isn’t constrained. And yet she is. 
My nameless girl is me. My girl is all the girls I have been all I hope to be and at times all I hope 
never to return to being. And this took me a long time to admit. Partly because of the way that 
people so often assume a woman’s writing is autobiographical. To refuse this part truth seemed 
to be a way to push back against this assumption for me at first but it was also a denial of my 
own stories of what I had done and gone through while creating them. The more that I think 
about it the more it seems like taking ownership taking pride in these stories is more of a 
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pushback than denial or silence. I am no longer embarrassed by my girlness. I think about the 
quote from Zambreno’s essay in Frequencies when she writes, “Although Ruth was also a young 
Catherine Deneuve, and also the silent cool blonde girl who lived downstairs while I was writing 
the book. And she was me of course. They’re always me of course” (112). And who else could 
they be these girls but parts of ourselves? By rejecting these comparisons by creating distance 
between myself and my icky girl character would be to deny myself to undermine everything I 
have been working on.  
 
In these stories, I play with the clichés surrounding the generic category of girl. Love, desire, and 
loneliness are repeating clichés that central to this body of work. A lovestruck girl. In “girl thing” 
the main character is bouncing through beautiful boys falling in love at every shared glance. She 
is lovestruck and lowers herself again and again for her desired boys’ attention. When she isn’t 
getting attention it seems as though the world ends for her. The theme of violence previously 
discussed in the autoficitional works is at play in this story with the self-inflicted violence that 
the main character carries out in a variety of ways, some not always physical but mental and 
emotional. The violence here is in connection to extreme desire. There is violence in the way that 
she compares herself to the other girls (notably her kind of friend) and always sees herself as 
less. There is violence in the way that she numbs herself with alcohol. There is violence in her 
perpetually internalized unworthiness in her endless desire for guys who she objectifies through 
idolization. What I wanted to show in this story is the way that desire can be consuming how 
serious it feels in those moments but also how silly of a situation it can seem with distance. Not 
silly in a dismissive way but rather silly in an all consuming way. I play with humor and over-
exaggeration to interrogate these feelings as well as the bodily experience of finding yourself 
grotesque, the grotesqueness of a girl’s desire.  
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In “staying season” love and desire are central but are taken up in different ways. The girl in this 
story has her love-object but this brings up other anxieties around staying and change. The girl’s 
anxiety around people leaving around the passing of a moment is explored through absence in 
the moments where she is alone and in the moments where she wanders never too far from her 
home. The clichés here are not hyperfocused as they are in “girl thing” but rather they are 
wrapped up in these moments of self-introspection that this girl is able to carry out. This girl is a 
lost girl wandering around through her town as well as through moments of musing. There is a 
feeling of always being witness to something she is outside of that people and things come and 
go out of her control. This story has tenderness where “girl thing” has violence. The moments 
shared between the characters in this story are not fueled with cruelty even in the moments of 
discomfort loneliness outsideness. I am interested in the ways girls are lonely in the multitude of 
ways I have been lonely. 
 
In “sppoky”(the title coming from a typo I made of “spooky” which I found amusing and kept) 
there is an amplification of loneliness as well as a focus on the body. In this story, I was 
interested in exploring other genre tropes (the haunted house, the ghost story) to rethink ways I 
was working within the exploration of girl. This story was inspired by a self-portrait of Francesca 
Woodman whose body of work explores the way a woman’s body is visible the way a woman’s 
body is invisible. Many of her photos are long-exposure, blurring the body while it is fully nude. 
Visible but invisible. Some of my favorite works of hers involve mirrors that conceal parts of the 
subject’s body while amplifying the attention on others through reflection. Her body of work is 
of the body. In the photo that inspired “sppoky” titled “Space 2, 1976” Woodman stands, naked, 
in what looks like a dilapidated house with her face and chest covered by one piece of wallpaper 
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and the majority of her lower body covered by another piece. I thought about the blending of 
body and house. I thought about the dead girls in literature -- the Ophelias drowning in bodies of 
water. I thought about silence and disappointment and the horror of existing. This story works 
with the feeling of being trapped inside of a space and the boredom and frustration of 
containment. And this girl is lonely too. I write the line “maybe she’s lonely the way all girls 
are” and my girl becomes haunting or perhaps haunted. Girls haunted by being invisible. Girls 
haunted by being too visible. The haunting of having a body. A girl’s body. 
 
In “confines” I wanted to see what kind of story I could tell with very little movement or action a 
story that focuses mainly on descriptions. Even within this story, there are shared themes 
between it and the others. The desire and lack of desire between characters placed together. The 
unspoken desire that looms over the characters. The loneliness that can be explored through this 
unspoken desire as well as through this contrast between movement and stillness. In “staying 
season” my girl wants a moment to freeze in fear of losing something in fear of loneliness. In 
“confines” the stillness of a moment reveals its own loneliness.  
 
Finally, in “enmeshment” I explore a different type of relationship that informs girls: a familial 
one. I am interested in how families can pass down narratives that become internalized within the 
body. The ways in which these narratives replicate almost unknowingly until it becomes too late. 
I see this story in conversation with ‘sppoky” through the ways people can be haunted by ghosts 
by pasts even by pasts that were not their own. I am interested in the stories that bodies can tell. 
This is the only story told in the first-person because it needed to be for the introspection I 
wanted to explore. The theme of loneliness is suffocatingly present in this story. This kind of 
loneliness -- a child’s loneliness -- stays with a person for the rest of a life. Or at least it has 
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stayed with me.  I was asked a question earlier this year that I’ve thought about since and that I 
put into this story: “what would you say to younger you if you could?” This is a haunting 
question. It made me think about Dodie Bellamy’s work from The TV Sutras that I read after 
meeting her a few summers ago:  
My novel The Letters of Mina Harker began as a cult document, but ultimately traces a 
rebellion against doctrine. It is the text of a body at war. When I was a child I was taught 
I was ugly, too ugly to ever be loved, and I’m still trying to figure out what to do about 
that, still trying to figure out how to kill off the abused girl I carry around inside of me, 
how to load her on a bus and crash it, and out of the gasoline flames arise as a new self 
born of wisdom and love (183) 
This is another example of a quote that has haunted me ever since I read it. I wrote 
“enmeshment” to give a space to that ugly lonely child that I was that I still am. I don’t want to 
kill her off like Bellamy describes though I can see the appeal. I want to let her speak.  I want her 
to know that she won’t be lonely forever that she isn’t lonely anymore. That she is loveable.  
 
My approaches to these stories varied but one thing I am not interested in is telling stories in 
traditional ways. These stories demand the full attention and immersion of their reader through 
lack of visual breaks with long, dense paragraphs, sparse punctuation and capitalization, and 
often unconventional syntax. I was told once by a peer in my fiction workshop something along 
the lines of he wasn’t sure if there are readers who would want to put in the effort to read and 
understand my stories because of the difficult syntax and lack of punctuation lack of visual 
breaks. And I thought good and I thought I don’t want readers who don’t want to put in the effort 
to understand my stories. I want readers who want to experience my stories who want to be 
engrossed by my stories. My stories are lonely stories. They want the reader’s full attention. My 
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stylistic choices are deliberate in movements to contain the reader, at times in discomfort at times 
in sadness or loneliness at times in tenderness. I am interested in constraint and how constraints 
can form stories. Some of the constraints used in these stories are still visible (the repeating 
introductions to paragraphs in “girl thing” for example) and others broke away when they proved 
no longer useful (“stay season” originally had paragraphs beginning and ending with the same 
line and each paragraph was exactly 250 words long). One thing that I have learned through the 
composing processes of these stories is how rich of a variety my interests and styles have. That 
these are not stories for everyone but these are my stories and I know that they need to be told 
the way that they were experienced: difficulty and suffocatingly. 
 
These stories are the same story again and again.  
 
And finally, what I leave these stories to speak to is the understanding that I don’t think that girls 
are important, I know that they are. Girls have stories that are worthy of being told. Girls have 
stories that are worthy of being put into words. 
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CHAPTER 2: 
 SPPOKY 
 
the house is beautiful they say 
but 
bathtub flows over water spilling in drops then steady stream swallowing the all of the floor 
around the claw feet. candle light flickers night drawing down through the open window blows 
crisp breeze in the room. listen carefully crowing of a bird mixes into wind a haunting howl. 
moon but an idea behind a cloud. water escapes creeps under uneven crack beneath door locked 
from the inside. white curtain blown in rippling over the room in exaggeration. cradled in 
porcelain lies a girl submerged and blue. wind screams leaves hit outside the house empty but for 
her. beautiful whispered mouths about her once how beautiful. her face a distortion now swollen 
water lungs a mouth shaped into a silenced scream paling lips a hardened o. oh how beautiful 
they would say. a leaf through the window falls in the bath. wind rattles the walls with moaning 
cracks candle still flickering bravely. the water of the bath swells relentless in its task. 
she rises no drip from the water. 
she rises all grey. 
… 
consumed by house and home the haunted human. melt into walls paper in hands glue sticky 
gumlike. she does it carefully with skill as if made for the task perpetual becoming she sinking 
into walls appearing through other sides she who stayed without choice or perhaps. her family 
here but she’s nothing more than refusal denying them sight of her. they who denied her first. 
hidden she watches them weeping in the living room heads bowed tears wiped more again 
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watching them without pity deep distaste. their bodies distorted through her gaze shadows of 
faces she once knew. their mourning blacks as if her life a value as if she was more than a face. 
leaving this she returns to familiar solitude her former room high up in the house that weeps for 
her. here she weeps silence for herself. water pools around her. 
… 
 the everchanging inside but forever her home the beautiful house. newcomers fooled by the 
shine they enter again neverending new shadows voices and the like. bags placed in hallways 
blocked running up then down spiraling stairs she stares from her hidden space watching as she 
does unnecessary breath held in mouth. away from eyes she waits during time they settle into the 
house into home. how beautiful they say again and again how beautiful. her room no longer 
preserved by the come and go of these strangers her room becomes boarded up an extra. too 
drafty in there they say too many noises they say. always an excuse. the mirror her only remnant 
dusted over on the wall. they grow weary with days spotless new becomes dust collects settles 
the house down many nooks crannies difficult to clean a bother as most things. beautiful 
becomes dull with time they never stay a home a place to linger then leave. she who lives here 
first she watches just watches eyes porcelain like an old doll. she watches their love die silent. 
… 
it’s not that she minds the company thinking of such a large house alone lonely in the empty 
rooms what a waste of space the ways most things are. alone her creaking echoes through the 
house there are periods when she is alone there are always when she is lonely. entertaining 
herself forming dustballs between fingers blowing them across the room she passes what seem 
like centuries but could just be a day or a week with no matter. in her house time works 
differently she thinks the clocks stick but still tick. spaces of empty she passes moments alone in 
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the dining room remembering thinking of memories here shadows of people who blur in her 
mind people who have left long ago. how beautiful they say as they pack belongings how 
beautiful but too much. here she stays her cage her home a beautiful house they all say here the 
dream of leaving extinguished with dreams of being more than girl. a dream to leave a sentence 
to stay though cruelty of the world is no surprise to girls. how beautiful they once said of her. 
from the window in her room framed and flaking she sees the expanse of green something she no 
longer yearns for. 
  
… 
the days moving she does slowly between walls beneath tacky flowered paper she repeats her 
maze in a daze of days. bare feet above dust balls a glide more than a walk but she is just as 
much girl as ghost. forever the phase of in between. the house looming takes what she thinks to 
be days to move all the way through each room her time irrelevant her time worthless. all 
peepholes and short cuts known to her she knows this house better than any body. how beautiful 
this house they say without looking far past their noses. dinners in the dining room mechanic 
fork to mouth bored with their mashed potatoes no butter she watches them from behind the 
fireplace unlit. revolting lip smacks the clinks of silverware the sounds of being alive. if they 
looked they might see her but they never do. a house like a second skin caught full of memories 
of lack of shine. knowing where to hide the presence of her while still being present a quick turn 
away. the ever changing they comment on noise but never sight of her. the ever changing they 
say how beautiful without knowing the house. a face unnoticed she is nothing more than another 
creak. one with the mice a beast out of sight. even mice pay no heed to her a walk through 
walked over thing not even in the way. in the walls she watches them a child playing with plush 
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toy parents sipping tea. but a blink passes she watches them dying fragility forced by age. a blink 
she wonders if they’ll stay but they have already gone. she looks at her arms outstretched but the 
limbs do not fade. 
… 
maybe she’s lonely the way all girls are. 
maybe she watches the current occupants from afar from around the corner. she watches the 
children play with little dolls with building sets. she watches a girl around her once age cry 
loudly alone in a room. maybe she watches a young man play a piano during nights. maybe she 
feels something for this man. maybe she feels less alone during these nights. she tries to sing to 
his tune. instead of a voice all that leaves her mouth is water. maybe her voice is but a leak. 
maybe she screams. more water falls from her open mouth silent in its spill. maybe she flees 
from the room. in flight maybe she returns that bathroom. this is the first time since the last time. 
maybe she is afraid. maybe she is furious. maybe she throws the glass soap bowl. it hits the 
window. maybe this feels good. destruction better than a piano tune. she throws the shampoo 
bottles. she throws the ceramic toothbrush holders. they burst pieces on the floor. she strikes the 
mirror. there’s the reflection of a thousand pieces of the same girl the same ghost falling. she 
pulls down the curtains. maybe she screams. shards and water mix onto the floor. maybe the 
family’s small dog comes into the room. he barks at her teeth bared and growling. maybe she 
grabs him. maybe her hand’s around his throat. maybe she squeezes too hard. his barks cease. 
maybe she drops him into the tub. maybe she screams again. or maybe she cries. maybe the 
family finds this mess. they can’t explain this mess. maybe they move out. 
maybe she’s alone again. 
… 
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in her room she rips wallpaper stripping it baring the mold beneath. pulling long strips top to 
bottom side to side. they never come to check on this room this sound just mice of course just 
mice. a roulette plays with each piece reveal herself not reveal herself reveal herself not reveal 
herself. perhaps she is more lonely than most stuck in the attic of herself a mad mad girl. her 
story a ghost within. she nothing but a haunting she nothing but a girl. how beautiful they say of 
the house too blind to see a haunting the ways the house screams with her. a tune hummed within 
her head while she plays fate each piece a flower petal littered to the floor. reveal herself she 
mouths with the last piece in hand. water spills from open mouth as her laugh fills the room with 
silence. wrapping a thin strand around herself she feels less transparent. 
… 
the house is beautiful they say a mantra lining rooms. they cannot see the happenings within 
walls more than beautiful the happenings disastrous their home nothing more than a grave for a 
once beauty. staying in the lower three floors they feel safe boarded up rooms trapping secrets of 
the house ones no one would tell family dinner guests no one would guess. how beautiful they 
say but they do not look in the walls they do not listen to the house. how beautiful they say but 
they do not stay. the house is beautiful. maybe they’re not wrong. she listens she watches. the 
house is beautiful. the house is beautiful. 
she appears. 
the house is haunted. 
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CHAPTER 3:  
GIRL THING 
  
she is a girl thing. 
 
she is a dreamy thing. when she dreams she’s always much taller than she really is. when she 
dreams the world distorts through her silly eyes. when she dreams she’s always holding hands 
with a dumb beautiful boy. okay the boy’s not really dumb but she wishes he was because then 
he would like her. she’s always dreaming day dreaming night dreaming head off in space eyes 
glossed over dreaming. she’s never living in her body. she’s either dreaming or she’s drinking. 
dreaming or drunk. sometimes she’s doing both. alcohol makes her dreams sad though and 
dreamy girl’s life is sad enough she doesn’t need sad dreams. she doesn’t want to be sad any 
more but she doesn’t want to fix it either. she doesn’t want anything except for everything. she 
loves the wanting. most days this dreamy girl goes to her too small room and cries. most days 
there’s a bottle of Jack sitting on top of her book shelf. most days she drinks from the bottle. 
there’s a magenta lipstick smear around the bottle’s mouth. Jack’s her favorite boy to kiss with 
his whiskey bite. Jack’s her favorite but he’s also the only boy who kisses her anymore. she 
wishes Jack would spoon her or maybe even fingerbang her once in a while but Jack doesn’t 
have fingers. another one of life’s letdowns. 
 
she is an inferior thing. she’s not a beautiful girl but she’s fuckable. she’s even been called exotic 
once. that made her blush. she’s a little bit chunky too. that’s from all the alcohol. it’s difficult 
for her to be a not so beautiful girl in love with a beautiful boy. most of her life is difficult. she 
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finds it difficult to leave her bed most of the time. she dreams up a life lying on the flannel 
sheets. in this dream life she is beautiful and witty enough for her beautiful boy crush. in this 
dream life she lives in the hustle and bustle of a city. in this dream life she doesn’t spend her 
days dreaming her life away. she’s full of jealousy. she doesn’t want to be but that doesn’t 
change anything. watching behind the screen of her phone while her friends travel. watching 
behind the screen of her phone while her ex is now living in panama. watching behind the screen 
of her phone while everyone else is living everyone else is loving. she thinks about deleting her 
social media. she doesn’t do it but she thinks about it. she’s not sure what she would do with all 
the time that would free up. probably she would waste it. she’s good at wasting at getting wasted. 
she’s not good at much else. she picks up her phone and checks her messages. inbox one. a 
message from her ex’s crusty punk friend who’s eager to fuck her. her finger hovers over a 
thread with a beautiful boy. she puts her phone down and picks up Jack. oh to have someone 
who’s always there. 
 
she is a romantic thing. a hopelessly romantic thing. she’s in love with a boy. she’s always in 
love. when he looks at her she’s all heart eye emoji swoon. he’s a beautiful boy a bashful boy. 
when she says she’s in love with him it’s only in her head. they have never touched. when he 
smiles at her it feels like her whole body’s on fire and her cunt’s soaking wet. as in she’s afraid 
to stand up from her seat because there’s probably a puddle. as in she would never tell her 
friends she’s in love with him because they would think she’s crazy. as in he probably thinks 
she’s crazy. they see each other twice a week. he always sits beside her these two days. he 
always asks her how she’s doing how her day’s been like what a dream boat wow. once she sees 
him unexpectedly while walking and he’s all like hey and she spills hot coffee all over herself. 
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she can’t fix her bangs because there’s coffee in one hand and her phone in the other. she knows 
she’s bright red. he says he wants to tell her something but has forgotten. that means he was 
thinking of her when she wasn’t there. she’s dizzy with love. she wipes the corner of her mouth 
with the side of her coffee hand because she’s probably drooling. his brilliant blond hair seems to 
just glow. he reminds her of a baby deer all wide eyed. but you know like a hot bashful baby 
deer. he asks her if she’s ever read Kristeva and she’s already ordering the book in her mind. she 
will do anything to have another thing to talk to him about. as he walks away she wishes she 
wasn’t always in love with beautiful boys. as she walks away she dreams of a scene in which he 
kisses her with lots of tongue. as they walk away she wonders if he would kiss her even with 
lipstick on. she knows he probably wouldn’t kiss her at all.   
 
she is an excited thing. it’s summer hot and she’s waiting in a cutesy little coffee shop waiting 
for a boy. it’s not the beautiful bashful boy she’s in love with but this one is also beautiful and 
she’s also a little bit in love with him too. it’s crazy she thinks how their names all start with the 
same letter. b is for beautiful. she wishes her name started with a b. she’s waiting and waiting for 
him to show. they were supposed to meet last week but he never showed. something about how 
he meant to text her and tell her. something about how something came up. her friends tell her 
not to make more plans with him but she does because he’s a beautiful boy. the barista is 
watching her since she’s sat down without buying anything. she casually checks her phone again 
and again and again. she sighs and puts her phone in her purse. when he comes in fifteen minutes 
late with a dashing smile she feels her heart burst with love. he remembered their plans. she 
frantically fixes her hair and tries to arrange the perfect smile no teeth of course for when he 
looks at her. his hair looks like he just rolled out of bed but like in a cute way. now that she 
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thinks about it his hair always looks like that. what a beautiful boy. they talk and they laugh and 
he buys her a coffee wow. she loves his face but she also loves how funny he is. she remembers 
that time in class when he brought over her paper to her from a pile of pass backs. she loves how 
kind he is. he says let’s go for a walk and she follows him through the little town into the woods. 
she’s like little red riding hood but he’s the one with a red beard. his hair isn’t red though so she 
wonders what color his pubes are. she’s betting on red. her cute little skirt that has a zipper 
running up its length isn’t made for wooden treks. she doesn’t complain. she’s already dreaming 
about their future together like she knows he’ll leave here soon they always leave but she’s also 
dreaming about their future. they will live in a city all hustly and bustly. they will go out every 
night since he’s one of the only people she knows who can keep up with her drinking who loves 
Jack like she loves Jack. they will be like Sid and Nancy. they end up in this little shack in the 
woods like how convenient. he says the most bizarre things. he asks her if a guy would make a 
good dad based solely on his knowledge of dad jokes and she giggles. he tells her that it’s in a 
guy’s instinct to just like stabbing things and she wonders if she’s a thing he wants to stab. and 
when he gets bored of talking he kisses her. and when he kisses her his tongue is out first thing 
like some type of eager dog all wet and slimy. and when his beard rubs against her skin it 
scratches all scratchy and itchy and stuff. and when he struggles to undo her bra she gets bored. 
he kisses all sloppy up and down her neck her lipstick is a magenta smear all over his lips. they 
don’t fuck mostly because she’s conscious of her cunt being hairier than his face but also 
because it just kinda fizzles away like a slow wake up from a dream. they go back to the coffee 
shop and she can tell the lady there thinks they fucked. she picks a twig out of her hair and tries 
to discreetly drop it on the floor. he buys her a second coffee wow. she doesn’t see him again but 
he texts her once in a while here and there. sometimes she still dreams of their future how rough 
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and tumbley it would’ve been. sometimes she wants to take him up on his offer and visit him in 
his new big city. instead she drinks and dreams about it. 
 
she is a sober thing. this is when she’s at her retail job. it’s such a bore though. she’s stuck 
tucked behind the fine watch counter. she has keys that unlock the cases and unlock the counter 
door so she can get out. she’s not allowed to leave the tiny area surrounding the counter when 
she has the keys. her tiny cage. mirrored pillars surround the area and she walks round and round 
and round smiling a faux smile at the passing people. she tries not to look in the mirrored pillars 
she doesn’t really want to see her not so beautiful face her overgrown hair cut. one of her 
coworkers comes up with his long long hair and long long beard and smiles and asks if she has 
the watches that need to be sent away all packaged up. she blushes because she masturbated to 
the idea of him the other night. she doesn’t know him well but he looks like a beautiful bad boy 
whose bed’s probably just a mattress on the floor who probably looks at too much daddy dom 
porn online. she sneaks a peek at his hands and wow he could totally choke her. he’s the perfect 
beautiful bad boy to contrast with her beautiful bashful boy and her beautiful bizarre boy. oh 
what a collection they would be. oh what if they all loved her. he’s not happy with her because 
she didn’t get the watches done in time and now they’ll be late and now he’ll be bitched at by his 
boss or something. she’s listening to him but she’s also remembering her orgasm from the other 
night. obviously he didn’t give it to her but the idea of him did so that’s close enough. she smiles 
at him a not so faux smile and wanders off to fill the orders. that’s what she does here: dreams 
wanders fills orders opens cases closes cases and repeat. when someone wants to try on a watch 
she takes it out and compliments how nice it looks wow. this is because she gets commission. 
during the lull hours she goes behind the fine jewelry counter and tries on engagement rings. she 
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doubts she’ll ever be engaged. she doubts she’ll ever be chosen. but she dreams about it. she 
dreams of her beautiful bashful boy on one knee his big baby blues batting up at her. their 
wedding would never be a disney scene because she’s not beautiful enough but she’d try her best 
and he’d be beautiful enough for them both really. she feels butterflies in her stomach as she 
slips on the princess cut diamond. her eyes tear up as she sees how ridiculous the ring looks on 
her. her fingers are too short too stubby. her nails are every beautician’s nightmare. she’s a 
nightmare. she puts the ring back on its holder and it looks beautiful again. she wonders if her 
touch would destroy her beautiful bashful boy too. everything is more beautiful without her. 
 
she is a lucky thing. her professor puts her in a group project with her beautiful bashful boy. she 
shows up two hours early to the pub where they’re meeting. she doesn’t wear a bra she hopes he 
notices. she gets a steady buzz. the buzz spreads from her head to her cunt when he shows up. 
how sensational. they discuss Lorca they discuss the theory and implications of duende. he’s not 
only beautiful and bashful but also intelligent. what a package. everything he does makes her 
love him even more if that’s even possible. she feels like her heart might burst. she feels like she 
might die from love right in front of him. she imagines how this would play out how he would 
weep over her dead body. this makes her wet. they get up and get more drinks. she gets the beer 
with the highest alcohol proof. as they walk back to their booth she dreams about him touching 
her hand. she dreams that he would want to touch a thing a girl thing like her. she remembers the 
ring and hides her hands from his sight. she feels light headed and dumb around him. she feels 
like he’ll never love her. she feels inferior to him. what a crazy thing love is. he talks and she 
stares at his lips. she wonders what they would feel like. she wonders what they would look like 
smeared with her lipstick. when he speaks it’s like a choir of angels singing. when he bats his big 
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baby deer eyes it’s like everything is good in the world like the proletariat has seized the means 
of production. when he pulls that bashful smile it’s like wow. he tells her he’s so glad she chose 
this topic for the project that he didn’t know about Lorca before this. she beams and makes a 
note to buy Lorca’s books for him to borrow. anything for an excuse to talk to him. anything for 
him. he stays long after the project is completed. probably out of pity because she’s oh so sad oh 
so pathetic. he remembers everything she says too. he listens to all her little dumb girl things 
babbling about this and about that. he laughs when she makes a self-deprecating joke. she’s in 
heaven. she wants to buy him a drink. she wants to do something for him an obligation for the 
time he has wasted seeing her. a burning desire to give anything to give everything to him to 
make this last forever. her plus him plus this pub plus forever equals happiness. he’s the only 
thing that makes her happy. except he doesn’t want anything from her. except the moment 
doesn’t last forever. except he has to get going he says but he’ll see her around he says. he 
doesn’t ask her to text him when she gets home. he doesn’t love her. her eyes tear up. she gets 
another beer. 
 
she is a sad thing. she’s sitting at the bar with her kind of friend. it’s loud with live music blaring 
and she can only half hear what her kind of friend is saying. the bartender is a beautiful boy with 
dark hair and tattooed arms. she smiles at him too much when he serves her again and again and 
again. she thinks that if she tips him well maybe he’ll like her more than her kind of friend. her 
kind of friend is a beautiful girl. it’s difficult to be a not so beautiful girl with a kind of friend 
who is a beautiful girl. it’s always a competition. a silent unwanted competition. her or her? who 
would he choose? her or her? she masturbated before she got here so she’s worried that maybe 
they can all smell it on her. she showered afterwards but still she’s worried. she tries not to touch 
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the free popcorn with the hand she used to masturbate. the music’s too loud and not very good. 
she likes her kind of friend in the way that’s half jealousy half admiration. that’s her relationship 
with all girls though. she looks at her kind of friend with her perfect makeup and million mile 
eyelashes. she opens her front-facing camera and looks at her own smudged makeup. she puts 
her phone down quickly. she zones out of the conversation staring at the beautiful bartender 
wondering what he does when he’s not here when she hears her kind of friend say her beautiful 
bashful boy’s name. her stomach plummets. her kind of friend says she’s kind of seeing the 
beautiful bashful boy that it’s just lowkey but you know. oh wow. she wants to cry. her eyes tear 
up and she orders another drink. she tells her kind of friend that she kind of likes the beautiful 
bashful boy too. her kind of friend smiles and laughs and says well he’s a good kisser. and she 
smiles and laughs and they both discuss how beautiful and bashful the beautiful bashful boy is. if 
she had to choose someone to be with the beautiful bashful boy that isn’t her she guesses she 
would choose her kind of friend. she doesn’t blame him for choosing her kind of friend. she goes 
to the bathroom and has a quick cry and fixes her makeup before returning to the bar. she feels 
inferior. she thinks about death. she smiles at the bartender when he comes by. 
 
she is a lonely thing. she wanders around the downtown part of her small town. it’s chilly out but 
she wears a skirt anyways. she’s never dressed correctly. she’s never correct. the wind whips up 
her skirt in front of a group of boys and she’s glad she wore her hot panties even though they’re 
the same ones she wore the day before. one of the boys is beautiful holding onto a skateboard 
and their eyes meet. for a moment she’s overwhelmed by love for him but it passes quickly. 
she’s not used to the feeling passing. she’s used to drowning in her desire. the beautiful bashful 
boy killed her love. or at least really maimed it. her love feels like a puppy with kicked in ribs 
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with broken legs and a broken tail. like a forgotten puppy tied and dragged behind a truck here to 
california. like a puppy all battered and mangled who no one would ever want to adopt to love. 
like a puppy who’ll die at the pound dumped in the dumpster. that is what her love feels like. she 
thinks she would rather feel everything than feel like this. the emptiness forces her to think about 
what she hasn’t done think about the ways she has wasted her sad little life. she wonders how 
successful she would’ve been if all the time she spent dreaming of the beautiful bashful boy was 
put into something productive. love is not productive. love paralyses her. as she wanders she tries 
to conjure up the beautiful bashful boy’s face in her mind. she hasn’t seen him in weeks. all she 
can conjure is the face of her kind of friend and she feels like she might puke. she thinks about 
how easy life would be if she was beautiful like her kind of friend. how lovely everything would 
be. a beautiful face. a beautiful life. a beautiful boy. she left her phone at home so she wouldn’t 
have to be faced with the lack of people texting her. she keeps reaching in her pocket for her 
phone again and again out of habit. she wants to get rid of her phone but she knows she won’t. 
she’s tired of wanting and wanting and wanting. she wanders around. the beautiful bashful boy 
doesn’t use social media so she can’t even keep up with him on the down low. she looks at her 
reflection in the large glass windows. she realizes she’s forgotten to brush her hair. she thinks 
how crazy it is that she exists when there’s no one there to see her. she hesitates by her favorite 
bar but when she sees her friends in there she keeps walking. she follows where her feet take her 
and ends up back at that little shack the beautiful bizarre boy showed her. it’s much less spooky 
when she’s alone. she sits and leans against the structure’s wooden walls and listens to the sound 
of the river rushing. her dreamy head is far up in the clouds. she dreams about new york city. she 
dreams about running into the beautiful bashful boy someday in the city in a coffee shop or bar. 
like you know straight from a movie scene. the soundtrack would be a cheesy song something 
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lovey dovey something like two of hearts or you know fuck the pain away. she dreams that he’ll 
realize how much he has missed her all these years. she dreams that by then she will have grown 
into a beautiful girl thing beautiful enough to be near him. the part of her that’s filled with dead 
butterflies knows better. 
 
she is a girl thing. 
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CHAPTER 4: 
 
CONFINES 
 
There are places like this everywhere 
places you enter as a young girl 
from which you never return 
-Louise Glück 
  
imagine  
 
the night in spring rain like a tantrum. a room with a television buzzing. a window shaking from 
thunder. the pizza handmade one slice taken from its middle. the thunder mellowed by the 
house’s own noise. the lightning dimmed by the lamps. there is a guitar untouched with a song 
on the lips of its strings. the raised step of a fireplace red with interruption of the floor. two 
chairs sit empty a sham thrown over the cream top of one. the other without a thing. the record 
player set to go with the needle up hanging over the record. an empty trashcan mesh outside 
waiting for anything. a living room on a dead end road.  
 
there is the girl sitting on the futon next to another body one of a guy. on her face anticipation. on 
her body dread with its past knowledge. a makeshift bow pulls her hair back. the girl is looking 
at the television screen. the guy is looking at her. his hand is reached out toward her cheek. on 
her shoulders the weight of expectation. her mouth is lipsticked black. her hair is dyed with blue 
a midnight shade. he is ordinary except his hands are nicer than most. the girl is pulling her body 
in. the girl is folding in on herself.  
 
the night makes itself known outside of the room. on his lips are desires. there is the weight of 
the night sinking into the space. the weight of the night sits beside the girl and the guy. he looks 
at her. he looks expectant. he kisses the girl’s cheek a careful distance from her mouth.  
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imagine  
 
the day seeps through the half cracked window. the day smells warm like trash. there are screams 
from a couple fighting outside. a car door slams. in the room there are three empty bookshelves. 
the sunlight flickers on the empty space. there is dust gathering like a coat. on the kitchen table 
are books and paper scraped with forgotten thoughts. on the kitchen table are crumbs left behind. 
in the mini refrigerator there are beers and grapes. a scream outside is heavy full of swears of 
tears. the kitchen faucet drips with consistency. 
 
there is a girl seated at the table. she stares at the blank wall behind the coffee machine. before 
her is a handful of grapes. the grapes are directly on the table. from her phone ambient music 
flows out filling the emptiness. a clock ticks as its hands move in slow circles. the girl taps her 
finger on the table in time with the ticks. the grapes quiver uncomfortably with the thought of 
rolling off the table. the girl’s face is made up with boredom. 
 
the day seems stagnant before her eyes. the screaming outside has stopped suddenly. the air is a 
reminder of summer’s depth. the buzz of a lawn mower interrupts the new silence. the smell of 
cut grass layers over the smell of trash like a tight hug. outside of her door is the possibility of 
anything. the girl waits like an empty room. 
 
imagine 
 
the spring that feels more like a summer for the gasp of a moment. there is an ugly metallic sink 
stained with paints and residue. the murmur of others surround the space always a few steps 
away. the tiled squares shine sterilely reflecting the room from below. there is a microwave and 
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refrigerator stacked like boxes but the room is more hallway than kitchen. where the dishes 
should be are a package of newly opened cigarettes positioned to hide the name. the shame of the 
afternoon lingers in dirt around the sink. 
 
there is a girl leaning against the makeshift sideboard. a cigarette kissed purple with lipstick 
hangs from her mouth. her hand clasps the thin neck of a beer bottle. intensity clings to her skin 
as her gaze forced blasé meets the guy in front of her. he looks back at her through the filter of a 
camera’s viewfinder. beside him another camera stands still on its tripod in anticipation. between 
them the smell of unspoken desire. between them shared understanding of desire’s falseness. he 
holds a cigarette between the shutter button and his finger. 
 
 the unwinding exhale of a breeze reveals itself within the small hallway. a breeze that sweeps 
away with it the heat of desire. a desire that is more of a moment. a desire that is more of a 
breath. a flash shoots out from one camera hitting the girl. she is frozen in the frame of his 
design. she drops the cigarette to the floor. 
 
imagine 
 
the night in autumn warm like a summer breeze. a room white walls blank in anticipation. the 
window open pulled up and forgotten. the reminders of an old snack crumbled along the 
windowsill. the reminders of past sex empty condom wrappers carelessly left behind. a bed no 
frame lifted up by boxspring rests pushed against a wall. a bed unmade sheets crumpled adorned 
with whimsical orange patterns. the shelves coated with thin dust brushed away in book width 
streaks. a photo on the top shelf a girl in black and white smoking marlboros frozen in her inhale. 
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the two door closet left open clothes half strewed half hanging deliberation. a night light plugged 
in. a half glass of water on the sill. a half glass of wine deep red on the sill.  
 
there is a girl standing in the room towards the middle. on her face not a smile but a lack. on her 
body the loose hanging of a sham dress. on her feet exposure of skin. there is a girl standing 
straight in the room. her arms hang one on each side. her eyes closed outlined in heavy black. her 
fingers crossed in anticipation. there is a girl standing alone in the room. she is silent. she is still. 
she is filling the empty space. 
 
the night quiet feather like in its weight. the window is open still as a thing forgotten is. the girl 
stands next to the window silent breeze rustling hair. the silence broken by a scream. the scream 
amplified by nearing urgency. red emergency lights dancing on the walls resemble more rave 
than tragedy. red emergency lights dancing off the girl’s body. rhythm like a song siren wailing 
like a cry. the girl watches out the window emergency vehicle blocking the street. the girl 
watches the stretcher and white sheet. a small crowd gathers around the vehicle men and women 
peeping around. a small crowd pretends to care for a stranger. the girl dances to the wallowing 
rhythm of the sirens. 
 
imagine 
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CHAPTER 5: 
STAYING SEASON 
 
  
in which she swims through desire: 
later he will leave and she will wait but for now she is here floating pinioned to an obnoxiously 
red foam noodle. the waves move her up and down and back and forth. watches forward leaning 
back on the noodle five friends on a yellow raft. sun catches the wandering water down the all of 
them all. she watches the water surrounding her dripping over them. she watches her own eyes 
wander over an array of makeshift bottoms. like they didn’t know they were going swimming but 
they did. wet cotton sticks outlines stick out. sun reflects off the waves laughs reflect off the air 
she feeling the heat of it all all in her black bikini bottoms. wetness and heat the recipe of 
summer. she gazes they turned and talking the heat of summer in her cheeks while imagined 
images are outlined clearly. away she looks and then back again the shameful shamelessness and 
sips of drink fueling her. freckles on bellies. hair trailing into covered spaces of all colors and 
twists. smiles curved in innocence in prey. pushed front teeth. bodies just being bodies. the space 
of two of these bodies she has occupied one once and the other ongoing. fevered embrace of 
goodbye igniting one summer last summer. seasons have a way of bringing loss back just to let 
go again. wishing they could stay here like this suspended in the water the summer always 
wishing they could stay. the sounds of bodies submerging themselves in bodies the endless 
desire and water. 
the once one leaps into the lake disappearing as he did last summer water splashing her in the 
face. to think once implies more she corrects her thoughts. a moment of heat of contact and then 
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gone. the ongoing one follows him this guilty feeling follows her. they are a happy thing she’s 
not used to being happy not used to being a thing in terms of another an other. to stay in one 
place and not feel pinioned there. to stay and say here together say flame in throat say shared spit 
shared bodies words foreign sticky on her tongue. 
gaze moves downward through crystal water clear her white toes moving touching nothing. 
  
… 
in which she is in his eyes : 
reaching summer night slides its heavy hand of humidity across her body and his too. thighs 
sticking beneath a black skirt she feels her thong plastered to her ass. smiles half moon she likes 
his teeth not bright white wine stained like hers. they feel new in this moment they are new in 
this moment. beneath a tree head on his chest she listens to his voice. biting at her legs mosquitos 
and the little flies the itch in the morning little hives across her skin. the bartender asked them to 
leave way past closing time and time spills with ease seated across from him. she thinks the park 
is probably closed too she thinks she could invite him back to hers but doesn’t. she wants but 
doesn’t. hands searching for hands touching tentatively lightly as if he thinks as if she thinks one 
will just be gone in a blink. 
later he will tell her that he wrote a poem about this moment. moment of feeling desire spill 
watery from her mouth invisible in the dark. overflowing and following one another interlacing 
fingers neither leading walking in unison as if one. a we in earliest formations. into the backseat 
of his car kissing her nose then both cheeks. a kiss that asks for nothing more that asks for 
nothing. now he will say he likes just being with her. listening for any hint of lie the sound of a 
setting trap but there is none to be found. no force or friction in tongue. no oppressive pressing 
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sigh. she is wary like she is prey like too knowing. relaxed in his presence an unexpected find. 
late or early the digital clock reads 3:37 he with a drive back and places to be in the morning she 
with an empty apartment outlined in loneliness. reluctant untangling thinking when again. 
she leans through the open window 
  
… 
in which she waits & waits: 
 lying across rough sheets flannel in the summer winters too she crumbles chips dill pickle from 
bag into her mouth. comfort food though little comfort to be found in such things for her. sheets 
she refuses to wash in his absence she sleeps on his side of the bed his pillow a memory scent of 
shampoo sweet cologne lingering behind. a reminder of something shared of something to come 
back to his body’s shaped pressed into her bed a shape yielding to another shape in its desire. the 
shadows people leave behind. her home a home made from her loneliness impenetrable walled in 
with empty wine bottles wheat beers weed. walls uncovered she doesn’t want to make a home 
from a place she’ll leave. well soon enough. him gone so visits from no one no one comes into 
her place. without a roommate with one room only herself. lips purpled with wine she showers 
blowdries her hair forgetting the time forgetting that her walls shared with another’s home. water 
dripping rolling down her back aware of each drop. naked at the kitchen table curtains drawn all 
lights on. stands walks around and around the table circling she hums a tune wondering mind 
wandering to what he’s doing states away visiting family. her own near she doesn’t have to be 
here be alone and yet. 
sounds from the next over startle her from isolation. she presses her hand against the kitchen wall 
white stained with splatters and follows the rustling to her door. open she could leave drive away 
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move into a shared space but she doesn’t and she won’t. clinking of keys the deadbolt slugging 
alive to allow them free. watching through the peephole’s eye sight of them bright jackets and all 
ready to fight the steady rain. sitting on the rugged floor by the door she listens for footsteps 
sound of squeaking boots moving into a space. soaked carpet slushed with warmth. mind 
wondering what summer does elsewhere. how many seasons can one survive. the redheaded kids 
next door scream. slouching down rug drags across her back why not wait here any good as 
anywhere. 
he’ll be back some day but with him gone she can’t even picture his face. 
… 
in which she wanders until lost: 
wandering through back streets up down then zigzagging across the narrow sidewalks she alone 
hands hanging swinging either side. the streets unfamiliar but welcoming she tries to memorize 
them like words in a quote remember their placement in relation to each other. they blur together 
as most things do for her and the often feeling of being lost some way or another drips itself over 
her body. stopping is an option she doesn’t take rather would wander lost and alone but close 
enough she thinks to home that eventually she’ll end up at the right place. there are birds singing 
in the trees a breeze blows the vivid smell of lilac flowers surround her the weighing feeling of 
being alone outside of something. summer outside of here seems like myth. what else but a warm 
breeze licking cheeks licking evergreens. she thinks she could call someone ask them for time for 
connection a desire to feel within something. one hand touches the phone in her pocket but 
doesn’t take it out she continues her wandering walk steady in her pace as if she could convince 
she knows where she’s going what she’s doing as long as its steady. 
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the sun beats down filtered through oversized sunglasses she removes them blinks then returns 
them to her face a way to hide a hideaway from the gaze of others. what it means to be a girl 
alone a girl exposed. the downhill sidewalk leads to a dingy little store across from the river and 
recognition of a place finally returns to her not as relief. the way things stand still in small places 
the way nothing moves here. climbing the low rock wall framing the banks of the river she sits 
knees curled up under her chin as the waves sweep by identical in their pattern. to be a part of 
something so large just for a moment. imagine her body swept away by the current. imagine her 
body somewhere else. strength of the river has a sound of its own softening noises from the 
parking lot and busy roads. she watches. 
her phone vibrates in pocket a message from him a hey how’s your day pushing a smile across 
her lips. she looks at his name then turns off her phone. gaze returns to the water the force of its 
task mesmerizing. a soft sigh and she closes her eyes. 
  
… 
  
in which she desires desire & nothing more: 
moving to music swaying this and that all eyes on her or at least so it feels. loud bar floor sticky 
with spilt drinks her boots take extra long to pick up. one hand clutched on slopping beer 
downing the all so anxiety flees with inhibition with a desire to be left alone. drunk she is 
everyone’s friend. plaid skirt flows arms waving no rhythm but inside she feels fire outside she 
feels every eyes. every except eyes she wants but she closes her own dancing. hand grabbed by 
someone a girl unknown and she lets her body go with it dancing with another body desired and 
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desirable. bodies bump against her boundaries ground into the ground with crowd packed in 
tight. the sweat of others on her wipes across her face. 
a different girl friend of friends grabs her and their bodies touch electric with energy. a few 
drinks in and she doesn’t remember why she was here whose eyes her desire holds for. melting 
bodies the way that girl sways into her she melting. her whole body wet with desire and sweat 
her body seething skin on skin. buzzing steady never tipping over to too much she is here in the 
moment outside of her head. the hot music slips into her ears as the girl slips her hands over hips 
and pulls grinding crotch to ass bringing her as close as close. this as far as she wants it to go 
simply so no obligations no crush. body language misread lips close in on her lipstick switching 
shared. a foot down a mind made no more. she pulls away but still they dance until the music 
ends. 
the girl asks her home and no no no but yes to a walk. hand in hand in the street sidewalk littered 
with the night’s good time she makes conversation to push off the shake in her legs. the walk 
stops the realization of home was still the destination after the no no politely no. go inside and 
smile shyly a smile reserved for nerves charms overcomes. the girl’s hand rests on exposed thigh 
skirt slid up vulnerability’s hiding spot. she is reminded always reminded she is prey a thing to 
be had her body an expectation no matter who the other. value placed in the moment the desire 
of her without her wanting the desire. refuse drinks accept weed pressed into apple apple pressed 
into lips. night heavy weighing on shoulders fog surrounding the house her brain. 
the girl echoes stay the night chorus of her mouth. 
no she echoes pulls out of embrace a trapped fox chewing off her own leg giving up a moment of 
heat. she leaves into the mist alone 3am drunks in the street shouting she cries. 
… 
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in which she suffocates on the past : 
fleeing the sweltering cage of her apartment she moves through the back streets the small 
neighborhood houses looking more familiar than ever her walk more of a slow pace. the town 
feels as if it’s shrinking around her smaller each time. her own room feels the same the 
tightening of walls his guitar seeming to move on its own accord closer to her bed. the 
suffocating closeness of things left behind. the buildings brick and old crumbling in places left 
the deterioration of loneliness touching even them. a home not lived in will give to decay. her 
body a home an empty house. her body a thing that yearns for more. she thinks of the distance 
between here and there between here and anywhere following her feet to the crumbling gazebo at 
the outskirts of a park she drawn to its shade a small cover from the critical gaze of the sun. 
within the small building sits the saddest piano most keys stuck at odd angles pulled up like 
untamed teeth. she rests on its bench and sets her fingers against the mangled mess like he did 
once earlier this summer before his departure. staring off into the sky she tries to recall the 
melody shaky in chosen keys that worked his fingers deft in skipping those stuck in place 
moving things past their broken state but all that is in her ears is the bar music from the past 
night deep beating drum of desire. pushing down patterns forming a vain attempt to find the song 
again her fingers untrained hitting the broken keys thunking down with nothing beautiful ringing 
out in return. giving up her hands curling into fists she hits them into the piano’s mouth again 
and again breaking a few of the remaining keys the scream of it echoing out into the empty park. 
standing up abruptly the bench falling to its side a dull thud she leaves the gazebo walking 
towards the river her usual spot a creature stuck into patterns of here. 
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once there sitting looking into the river the constant movement of water leaving a place never 
lingering she wonders if it ever longs to stay just for a moment or so if it misses a shore it’s 
embraced and then left behind. she wonders if the river returns to that shore to stay for a summer. 
she taps into her phone I miss you here and presses send an outstretched hand over the many 
miles to him. 
... 
in which she is a welcome back: 
expanding the light the heat summer in an orb slowly expanding she revolving around same town 
same place. silence moves over buildings over fields bars and sidewalks as summer as people 
shrink away she stays always staying. a relic in town the eternal girl. 
she feels expected like always to be there like paper coffee filters or cupboard spices. knows 
leaving is soon but perhaps not enough. something always expected her presence or more she 
tries to deliver it all tries to not be drained. when he comes back sits at her kitchen table as if he 
never left it all the same in stagnant waiting. staring watching his every move she wants 
everything his complete though takes what she gets. he makes food something between lunch 
and dinner noodles sitting across the table from her she stares his fingers nimble with chopsticks. 
forgets her own meal she stares unblinking in fear he will be gone when she looks over looks 
away. this is when he asks her if she’s okay. of course yes she’s fine always fine a forced smile 
an unblinking stare she thumbs corner of her eyes wet from his care. not used to care the how are 
yous of someone close she wants to break from tenderness she wants to scream. he speaks she 
listens imagining the time when this place is no longer hers. empty rooms then furniture 
rearranged no blue futon for the living room the curtains green. imagining the time when he sits a 
new kitchen table across from someone else a new mouth a different smile the weight of 
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everything settles deep within her stomach. care that she feels always so desperate such despair. 
eyes meet eyes then calm silent soothing a small smile on his lips when he looks at her. her body 
a house in flames. 
he picks up the dishes rustling her hair kiss on the cheek as he walks by. 
  
… 
in which she lives a night: 
melting drenched in unexpected rain a city unfamiliar enough to feel newly exciting. they scurry 
together into a bar sliding into two tall chairs. being away from home she burns with delight an 
ecstasy short lasting a lifespan of a night. knees turned in towards her they face each other. they 
are one breath a warm breath. she is spit coating his tongue she is hanging to every second. two 
hard ciders her mind never made up in time so she copies his orders two hard ciders and a spilt 
meal advertised for sharing big enough for two. the drink fuels her burning her borders leaving 
as vapors she melts into the space the chatter of the room under her skin she feels the whole city 
in her boots. the noodles arrive too small for both but they laugh together and make it work 
repetitions of fine and full how about another drink. future settles in her cheeks as she finishes 
her second glass she wonders about how long things last. this happiness a night and then back a 
fleeting time. 
this is where he asks her if she’s okay his ability to read the language of her face uncannily 
accurate equally frustrating. a head nod and a yes yes of course. the music switches to something 
she’s heard before instantly louder in her ear her head sways along in time slow and fluid. yes 
yes of course. thoughts of tomorrow flood but she shakes them away the desire paid to remain 
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present. the desire to remain. a squeeze of her thigh light but grounding bringing her back to the 
bar to the unfamiliar delight. 
… 
  
in which she tastes a tenderness: 
remaining in bed well into the morning the heat already making itself known they lie legs tangled 
and lazy eyes. morning breath spit swapped in early kisses intimate disgust that comes with time 
spent encompassing space here shared. she thinks of the before when her bed knew nothing of 
his body when he was but a face in a room and now mornings rituals of the here of moments the 
closeness of grasp of being seen the stretching feeling of being a part of something more than 
self. his fingers absently brush her cheek down her neck and again the tender bite of last night 
blueing beneath touch. the summer it closing slowly like last call announcing itself with the 
waning of days growingly unsteady weather a cause for wonder what next. she moves closer skin 
sticky with the sweat of sleep one arm beneath her and the other across him as if the weight of all 
could keep him there them together here the whole day. the sounds of awake traffic surrounding 
her small apartment screams of sirens and urgency of all. he turns towards her tapping her nose 
with a finger then a kiss closing his eyes as if returning to sleep was a possibility. the possibility 
of anything seems alive at the start summer’s promises wide embrace a never-ending summer 
until it’s not. she reaches always searching for his hand some bare skin to rest hers against the 
warmth a reminder of his presence the fleeting presence of anything of it all. 
dreams move through her mind she pictures a perfect place where they could all stay a place of 
desire remaining desire. the death of it all not a thought. a space to remain a forever summer this 
summer on repeat endless and engulfing. she thinks of the group of them friends under the 
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summer sun basking in brilliance and the like. the fragility of it all and despite. knowing there is 
nothing like this only stagnant moments between movements and bliss. a sigh escapes her and 
she wanting to crawl within his skin a complete embrace. the slow morning of today a place to 
hide for awhile she slides her hand beneath his shirt always yearning for closer contact a way to 
remain. and still the morning slips away. 
… 
in which she feels a part: 
smiling the dark covers evidence of teeth shown wide cheeks double dimpled. she is here they 
are lying on stretched net of a trampoline. lying and looking up the stars reveal themselves in 
confidence their light one and the same. she is here with them her summer friends she feels 
herself spreading melting in with them seasonal cohesion but perhaps could be more something 
longer something that stays. staying in place doing everything she can to stay in ways others 
don’t. a friend already left another leaving soon a goodbye with the season fleeing south. they 
laugh in time with bonfire cracks the clinks of bottles against teeth. they laugh and she thinks of 
when this will be vanished the laughs an echo in ears a ghost of the wind. the promise to return 
visit and the like always feeling more unlikely than anything. they laugh and she cries the dark 
summer night masking her tears silent trails streaming grin still stretched the salt mixing with 
beer aftertaste around her lips. 
getting up she grabs her camera flash on to capture this. a them that will never leave one she can 
hold onto tightly without impede. the click the flash brighter than star’s light and she falls back 
in place with them. 
  
… 
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in which she returns: 
flowing reaching through water warmed by an expanse of season. the lake swallows her in 
immersing neck deep she stands there still in its cover. 
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CHAPTER 6: 
ENMESHMENT 
 
 
the year is lulling through the last cold months of winter and instead of buying an actual warm 
winter jacket  I buy a film camera. but by buy a film camera I mean I think about buying a film 
camera. a pentax k1000. an old flame tells me to buy a Nikon slr fe2. I spend hours on depop and 
ebay searching the web for the perfect 1997 film camera. one that doesn’t show too much wear 
no fungi in the lens no cracks or weird stickers stuck onto the body. I mean I want a used camera 
that is at least 22 years old and shows no signs of its life before my hands.  I mean I want a 
camera that doesn’t look like it’s ever had a previous home like it’s ever seen another body. I 
mean I want a camera for myself. I think of polarioids not the cheap blue plastic one that I 
already have. I think of restored spectras or maybe a sx-70. something that makes me feel like a 
real photographer. I have no knowledge of how to develop film. a different old flame taught me 
once or tried to. I was too busy staring at his dimples. or was it his hair? I want a film camera so 
I can really see myself. I mean really see my body. not through filtered technology that feels too 
artificial in my hands to be anything. that doesn’t have weight like an old camera. I want to see 
my body as it is. what I mean is I almost buy a film camera but I realize that at my late-early 20s 
it’s no longer sexy to be dysphoric with my body. nothing in your late-early 20s is sexy if you 
really think about it. everything thought stays forever at this point. 
 
I know these things. 
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my therapist tells me that my relationship with my mother is too enmeshed. she tells me I will try 
to recreate this with everyone I meet until I can understand this enmeshment. she tells me this 
comes from my ostracization as a child. seated across from me she places one hand over the 
other when she says enmeshment. she draws two circles overlapped one labeled by my name the 
other with the word mother. she asks to draw what I think would represent my mother’s and my 
relationship if we were two circles. I draw the same thing she does. I do this to make her happy. 
enmeshment has to do with my cancer moon she says. my mother’s protectiveness comes from 
her taurus sun. which happens to be directly on my south node in taurus a sign we knew each 
other in a past life she says. my obsessiveness my possessiveness have to do with my stellium in 
scorpio she says. an unfortunate venus in scorpio. I nod my head. I am too permeable she says I 
need to learn how to zip myself up zip my emotions within myself she says and not take on other 
people’s. she stands and makes a zipping motion from her legs to her head like being zipped into 
a large duffle bag. she takes a deep satisfied breath once she has finished. you need to imagine 
the boundaries she says and they will come into being. I try to imagine the two circles apart. I try 
to imagine my body with edges. 
 
growing up I think of myself as one of the forgotten items displayed on the lost & found tables in 
my elementary school halls. the dirty single mitten dried hard with mud. the knit hat that almost 
levitated off the table with lice. the old sneakers worn through with holes discolored from their 
grass days. I would stare at the array disgusted and sad part longing to reunite them with their 
loss part seeing them as trash. I wasn’t a dirty child. I mean I wasn’t ever caught picking my 
nose in class. I mean I had that gap name brand sweater that all the kids had. I mean I was just 
lonely something that has yet to change. as a child I had fewer friends than fingers on one hand. 
by fewer friends than fingers on one hand I mean I had three friends over the span of years. I was 
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friends with the boy with adhd too active too annoying for everyone else. we would play in his 
rice sandbox for hours upstairs from where his mother kept a christmas tree all year round. I was 
friends with the girl who liked me because I let her boss me around who had a dalmatian that bit 
her sister’s friends. we would do anything she wanted and she stopped being my friend when her 
cousin liked me more than her. I was friends with the girl who puberty hit like a dump truck at 
too early an age whose body scared me thinking about what mine would become. whose dad 
would scream at her when she was mean to her little brother. we would roller skate and jump on 
her trampoline. we stopped being friends when her grandmother beat her with a wooden spoon in 
front of me and I cried because I wanted to go home because I was scared. I mean growing up in 
a small rural town with parents who were not from there is like growing up in a dumpster. I mean 
no one wants anything to do with you. I ask my mom at my parent’s new house sitting at the 
kitchen table all scratched and painted on from my childhood if my lack of friends was my fault 
somehow. she says no she says that in preschool I tried to make friends with everyone a girl 
named Lacee in particular who pushed me down and left me out of the girls’ group she says I 
would come home confused and sad she says she wanted to beat up the children who hurt me 
who made me cry who teased me about my bucked front teeth who left me to sit alone at 
lunches. she laughs and says not really but she says she wanted to do something and there was 
nothing to be done she says she just kept telling me to be nice and maybe they would come 
around. my mother looks at me with what looks like regret. she says she wishes she had told me 
to be mean.  
 
when I am young my mother keeps me at her side like a lucky clover. wherever she is I am not 
far behind. grocery store trips with me clutching the cart’s rungs getting in the way of turns. I 
would never ask for anything I wasn’t offered. and even then sometimes I would refuse. to learn 
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at an early age to want nothing. I think I was afraid to seem too needy. what I mean is I think I 
was afraid to be refused. what I mean is how easy I grew into this pattern of desire’s lack. before 
my sisters are born it’s just my mother and me my father always working away my brother off on 
trips with our grandparents. trips I was never invited on. my mother and I would go on long car 
trips with her making up stories to keep me entertained with her telling me stories about her life. 
my mother had me when she was twenty-two newly married. my mother almost lost her 
pregnancy with me because of ignorant doctors the medicine she had to take to prevent early 
labor. how she moved to a town away from her family away from her friends. I mean in this time 
I became my mother’s best friend. growing up without any sisters with brothers whose ages 
ranged far from her own she tells me stories about her loneliness about her mother working 
always about babysitters and nights alone. growing up in the low-income housing project she 
tells me stories about fighting people in school about her friend dying in a car crash at fifteen 
about being stalked by a man who later murdered her classmate. she tells me about the fears of 
childhood about not wanting me to ever want like she did to ever fear like she did.  
 
my therapist asks me when was the first time I remember restricting my eating. I sit on her couch 
stress ball in one hand pressing thumb indents into it. thinking back to when I became aware of 
my body as a thing aware of the value of a disciplined body. I tell her about fifth grade 
gymnastics and feeling my body was bigger than the others in skin tight spandex. I tell her in 
sixth grade I skipped lunch on school days no one ever asking why my lunch bill never came. I 
tell her in eighth grade I began switching meals with zero calorie energy drinks a lasting habit. 
she scribbles something down quickly on her legal notepad. she tells me about what a healthy 
meal consists of she tells me in detail what she ate today she looks to the ceiling and makes a 
mmm sound when she mentions her apple crisp dessert. she tells me that my libra sun will 
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always make me obsessed with beauty that there is not much to be done about that. she tells me 
that real beauty comes from within she makes a waving motion from her stomach to her face 
when she says this. she asks me what I’ve eaten today and I shrug my shoulders I tell her I 
haven’t yet instead of saying I drank an energy drink and a cup of coffee and called that a meal. 
she takes out a piece of paper she writes down a recipe for me she tells me it’s vegan so I should 
like it. she tells me I need to grow into my cancer moon that cancer moons love cooking so I 
should try to cook that I need to learn to nurture myself instead of depending on others that I can 
find this nurturement through food. good food she emphasizes with a clap of her hands. I think 
about the time my nana told me I was smaller than my mother ever was my mother within 
earshot. I think about my mother recalling stories of her stepfather and brothers telling her she 
was getting fat like her mother. the familial policing of bodies by other bodies. my mother tells 
me once that she thinks nana gained weight so my mother’s real father would leave her alone. he 
didn’t like big women she tells me. my nana’s early stomach stapling surgery that made her sick 
that gave her an early death. I picture a stomach riddled with staples the solution to limiting 
hunger. the hunger stories. the shame of tightening pants. the way I still keep all of my too-small 
clothes in case I ever can fit into them again like souvenirs. my therapist asks me where do I 
think this all came from. I think of watching the waves of my younger sisters’ weights noticing 
the spans of fluctuation. I think of the shame I felt for them then the shame I felt for feeling that 
way. my therapist asks me if I want to be better. I tell her I think so. I mean I tell her I think so 
but what I mean is I’m not sure if I can if it’s an option. she asks me if anyone in my family has 
ever shown concern about my eating habits about my weight. she asks me if I have ever talked to 
my family about my eating habits. she asks me if I have admitted to myself I have a problem. 
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I often ignore hunger screams the pangs and weird grumbles until I am reeling dizzy and 
nauseous. this is the aftermath of an eating disorder. I mean disordered eating. I mean the forever 
–ing of recovering never recovered. I look at photos of myself from then. the photos are all 
deleted from my phone so I can’t access them with ease but they’re saved on my laptop so I can 
still see them if I try. today I try. my stomach rumbles with the sunsetting my room illuminated 
by artificial lights laptop screen and the flashing of my phone. the photo of then with my faux fur 
hat in a craft store’s teal mirror my cheeks almost sunk a face too fleshy by birth for true 
gauntness. my bird-like hand-claws grips around my then-phone. my eyes so heavily outlined 
they look shut in black. eyebrows waxed and a magenta-ed mouth blasé neither smiling nor 
frowning. a body neither here nor there. the photo of then dated 3 days after my first relationship 
ended. I don’t remember how I left the house I only remember it being through my mother’s 
begging and promises. promises of a new comforter set fresh orange boxed sheets of any clothes 
I wanted of jewelry parts and art pieces. she promised me a pug puppy if I wanted one still the 
one with forever fat rolls and a squished in face the one that snores like me when it 
sleeps.anything to lure me from what he would call my hunger strikes my cocooned naps of 
days. in a photo I’m trying on to buy a zig zagged white and black bathing suit. my head looks 
like a bobble toy too big for its body. my thighs gap enough it seems like someone could stick 
their head through when my feet are touching. bad home cut bangs my hair long but falling out. I 
remember when I stepped out to get my mother’s opinion on the bikini she made another 
promise. for graduation I’ll buy you a boob job she said. a half joke at best. I know I could have 
gotten anything I wanted in that moment. the things we do to cover up our mirrors to find order 
in disorder. 
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when I move out of my parents’ home it’s a muddy spring and my then best friend helps me look 
for apartments. one bedrooms and studios something small something that won’t be shared with 
another. the choice to live alone is less of a choice and more of a fact that no one I know wants to 
live with me to share my space. the landlord to one of the apartments thinks we’re a couple is it 
the two of you moving in she asks us pointing a finger at each of us. I say no and my then best 
friend laughs. my then best friend draws the layouts of all the viewed apartments and helps me 
choose one the best one. I mean my then best friend as in my best friend for years who I used to 
be able to call at any time of night who ate takeout with me on the kitchen floor who took in my 
great-grandmother’s cat when she had to go into a nursing home is also the same person who 
will stop replying to any of my messages one day. I mean my best friend ghosts me. I mean I’m 
not surprised. I don’t mean that it doesn’t hurt. my apartment is small and when I get the keys to 
it I cry in the empty living room. when I move out of my parents’ house I have rarely stayed 
home alone overnight before. when I move into my apartment my mother comes over to cook me 
meals. she says she’s worried that she never taught me to cook she laughs that I might burn down 
my apartment if I try. the first night she makes small personal pizzas with no cheese with cut up 
apples and artichoke hearts. my mother and I sit at my small table with a scar carved into it a gift 
from an old classmate who moved away. my mother tells me that she was worried about the 
safety of my apartment that she feels better now she knows the police department is nearby that 
she knows families live in the building. I tell her the police don’t make me feel any safer and she 
laughs and we push our slices of pizza around the large fiestaware plates. she tells me that she 
asked my neighbor why they had security cameras in their windows she tells me they said their 
cars were broken into. she tells me that I can come back home anytime just a 30 minute drive 
away that I don’t need to call ahead of time or anything just to come back home. what she means 
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is that she misses me already. what I mean is I miss her already. my small table wobbles when I 
reach for my dollar store wine glass and she does the same.  
 
my therapist asks me to bring in photos of me from my childhood. she says she wants to look at 
my face in them she says she can tell a lot from a face. we spend the greater part of my session 
looking through these photos. photos mostly taken by my mother always hiding behind the 
camera never wanting to be in its path. there are a few my father I assume took of me and my 
mother. in most she’s scowling her permed hair an 80s’ dream loose highwaisted jeans jogger 
sweatpants and I’m always laughing a child’s uncontained smile. what I mean is that I hadn’t 
realized my teeth were bucked yet that I hadn’t learned to be ashamed. my favorite of these 
photos is the one of me on a hard plastic blue teeter-totter-like toy one they probably don’t make 
anymore because so many kids knocked their front teeth out on them with bare feet a sunhat and 
a bright pink shirt which I never would wear now. my mother is crouched down beside me with a 
hand on my back steadying me. we both are smiling. what I mean is we both look happy.  what I 
mean is it’s hard for me to look at these photos. my therapist hands me another photo of myself 
in preschool a class picture everyone sitting with their legs crossed perfectly straight and me in 
the middle legs straight out neck tilted up with a grimacing smile. she points to me taps little 
photo me with her finger and asks what would you say to younger you if you could. I think of all 
the pain that version of me has yet to go through. I think of every abandonment every loss she’s 
yet to face. I think of the foodless days the days spent lying in bed the days she is yet to waste. I 
think of all the times I’ve thought of myself as monstrous hideous taking up too much space. I 
think of all the things I never thought I deserved I think of all the things I still don’t think I 
deserve. I think of the pain of being a girl. I cry and look away from the photo. my therapist 
repeats what would you say to younger you if you could. I say I would tell her I’m sorry.  
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in the summers my mother and I map out hours sequences of second hand stores and flea 
markets. what I mean is my mother and I stop at these places down the state’s long back routes 
while on our way to the mall. she likes the flea markets because she sees things that her great 
grandmother used to have. we are sweaty and over caffeinated as we poke our ways through the 
dusty belongings of old people some things interesting some things actual trash. I look for books 
for dusty 80s records for my perfect film camera. I look for mary jane shoes for the perfect plaid 
pants. my mother talks to everyone so often we drift apart during our exploring. silently I walk 
from tent to tent hiding behind the largest round sunglasses I could find I touch every camera I 
see. I press my index finger into the lenses. I press the viewfinders up to my sunglasses and shut 
one eye but can’t see anything. there is a time at a flea market where two old ladies tease me for 
my shorts being too short for my then blue hair and my then pierced lip they say something about 
it’s a shame because what a pretty face. they say this without knowing they are standing next to 
my mother. my taurus mother with an anger like a bull’s she rips into them her voice carrying 
over across the flea market where I hear from another tent. we leave shortly after she tells me 
how they turned ghost white I say I don’t know how they didn’t see our resemblance. we are the 
same height stupidly straight hair slightly pigged noses except my eyes are blue where hers are 
brown. I think about the time she shut down the woman in forever 21’s dressing room for calling 
my dress a shirt her raised voice saying it’s whatever the fuck she wants it to be why don’t you 
mind your own business. I admire the way her anger shoots outwards her firey bursts a mother’s 
wrath. what I mean is I wish my anger didn’t seeth inside that I didn’t bottle it up that I didn’t 
direct it on myself. what I mean is I wish my mother defended herself the way she defends me. 
what I mean is I wish her mother had defended her at all.  
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when I dream of home it’s always in my parents’ first house my childhood home even though I 
haven’t lived there for seven years now. the small ranch house first red and then vinyled over 
white. the seventies style mustard yellow tile squares through the kitchen and narrow hallway. a 
storm door with bullet holes from when the house belonged to the local drug dealer. the old 
Grover house people would call it with a sneer oh you live in the old Grover house. I would trace 
my finger over the holes while peeking out the door waiting for the bus hours spent like that. my 
small kitchen set filled with water so I could pretend I was doing dishes with my mother. my 
mother always hated the house. I mean my mother always hated the town. in my dreams I am 
always in the hallway wooden panellings the vent in the middle of the floor. in one dream there 
is a sweater floating at the end of the hallway dream-me is startled and when the sweater notices 
it drops to the floor. I never go through the rest of the house. the mostly unfinished basement 
where my father used to hang skinned muskrats beavers otters and mink when the fur trade was a 
source of money when my family was young. I mean when my family was in need of money. the 
smell of the tanned hides. I would go with him to check his traps as a young child I would watch 
him skin and stretch the carcasses of the unlucky animals. raccoons from his hunts with our old 
plott hound named Black who would bellow when any animal came near our house. we had a toy 
room in the finished part of the cellar but I would never go by myself. what I mean is I wouldn’t 
go without my brother or my mother. what I mean is my brother was always gone. standing on 
the top of the stairs peering over the handrail at the hanging inside-out bodies I was afraid to be 
alone with them. I can still smell the dead flesh. what I mean is I don’t eat meat anymore. there 
was a graveyard directly across the street from our front yard. my brother and I would walk 
through it reading the names on the stones. I mean we would try to our mother never taught us 
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how to sound out words. she didn’t believe in it. the kids on the bus would always ask if that 
scared me if I ever saw ghosts. no I would say I never saw any ghosts.  
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